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‣ Reference
Radiology - Head is a valuable learning and reference tool for radiologists, 
surgeons, medical students and nurses.  

‣ Explore
Anyone with an interest in human anatomy will enjoy this application. 

‣ Analyze
Anatomically identical scans are labeled to allow for a unique ability to 
compare the same anatomical landmarks on different scan types.

http://applications.3d4medical.com/rehab
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Navigate
The 3D Model of the head allows the user to 
easily identify the orientation and location of 
the scan.  There are three planes that can be 
chosen with 17 scans for each plane. Choose 
from four image types (FLAIR images are only 
available in Axial View).
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Compare 
There are 3 different scan types as well as 
anatomical slices:

MRI T1 
Spin-Echo T1-weighted Magnetic Resonance Imaging.

MRI T2 
Turbo Spin Echo T2-weighted Magnetic Resonance Imaging.

FLAIR
Turbo Inversion Recovery-Magnitude Reconstruction.

MRI T2

FLAIR

MRI T1

http://applications.3d4medical.com/rehab
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Identify
Press on any one of 300 individual structures 
to identify it.  All structures also come with 
Latin nomenclature, a text description and a 
voice over pronunciation.

http://applications.3d4medical.com/rehab
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App Specifications:

Compatible with iPad 2 or later. Requires IOS 6 or later.

Media Enquiries:

Helen Thomas / helenthomas@3d4medical.com

+353 (1) 443 4562

About 3D4Medical:

3D4Medical is an award winning technology company that 

specializes in the development of medical, educational and 

health & fitness apps for professional reference as well as 

student and patient education. 

Our apps are expertly designed to encourage unique 

learning experiences through intuitive interactivity and 

stunning visualizations.

3D4Medical’s latest groundbreaking apps have revolutionized the teaching 

and learning of anatomy, physiology and exercise, enabling users to effortlessly 

navigate via 360° views of the human body. Our apps have also proven to be of 

enormous benefit to healthcare professionals as a means by which to illustrate 

and communicate effectively with patients, pupils and clients. The highly detailed 

interactive visualizations, combined with comprehensive searchable indexing 

systems and quiz functions, also make our apps indispensable learning resources for 

students.

To date 3D4Medical has enjoyed enormous success with over ten million app 

downloads world wide, numerous top grossing No.1’s on the App Store, along with 

multiple appearances of our apps in iPad commercials and featured at the Apple 

WWDC. Our iMuscle health & fitness app has achieved great popularity among 

sports enthusiasts and gym instructors alike, having been selected as ‘App of the 

Week’ on the App Store, while our medical apps such as Heart Pro have been 

described by Apple VP, Micheal Tchao, as one of the “best apps ever”.

http://applications.3d4medical.com/rehab

